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One picture that didn’t go AWOL

OCTOBER 2018 NEWSLETTER

TIMING ALL WRONG
Not knowing when the new web site would be launched one might 
have written rather differently last month, and what a time to lose 
those photographs? The spoken of software failed to find them so 
the mystery remains. Maybe on the back-up hard drive but that jour-
ney is a bit beyond me. A task for Mr.Apple Man when he next comes 
perhaps. It would be great to recover and use them, albeit belatedly.

Meanwhile, what’s the feeling about the new style presentation? It 
really would be helpful to get some feed back.

BREVITY RULES
Our Senior Liga team did victorious battle with Malaga’s Parador club. 
Our heros were David Moody, Thomas Widegren, George Kirk, Philip 
Shute, Roy Davies and Peter Edstrom. All of whom enjoyed lunching 
with their opponents afterwards, as illustrated by the picture below.

Prior to the encounter, won 2-1, the two teams posed in the sunshine.
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WILTING IN THE HEAT
It wasn’t at all unpleasant when we early birds tee’’d off at 0930 on Asia, Tuesday 2nd. It was good to be partnered by Erling 
Johnsen again. We used to be regular golfing companions but health and injuries have kept us apart. It was also a special 
group in that Manfred Wetzel and your scribbler had never previously played together in a Tuesday competition, and only 
once at the weekend. The fourth member was David Moody, whose final 30 points looked good after five blobs!

Looking further down the results sheet there appears evidence 
that some usually consistent players may have found the mid-
day and afternoon sun a bit too much. Having said which it is 
rare that three ladies finished the Stableford competition with 
38 points each, the positioning, as usual, decided on handicap. 
Which meant that Anne Mills, fresh from her hole in one last 
weekend, headed the Ladies, followed by Dorothee Schmidt 
and Val Wicks. There were no handicap adjustments but prob-
ably should have been. Apparently the relevant software is not 
too well at the moment. In fact Monique warned us all to check 
handicaps and not just accept what is on the computerised 
Tuesday card. However, by the time this is read, all should be 
valli valli again.

“Mr.Shorts” AKA Arthur O’Connor has not been long in making his return to La Cala mark, posting a 39 to win the male 
day. No change of handicap though. Reason? Arthur has not yet been re-federated so, technically, No 1 spot goes to Cees 
Lagerwerf whose 37 warranted a 0.6 reduction to 11.7. Perhaps the most notable performance came from Chris Slattery who 
notched up 36 and was cut 0.2 to 5.4.

An interesting statistic arose in refreshment time conversation. David Moody’s personal records show him as aver-
aging 4 blobs a round, thus enabling him to describe himself as a “14 hole golfer”. However, it transpired that our 
group contained another claimant to that title although, on the day, “13 hole golfer” would have been more accurate. 

For my own part the golf is best forgotten. My mind was elsewhere throughout, probably searching for photographs!

l/r Monique, Kate, Val

NOT EXACTLY HURRICANE MICHAEL
Prolonged storms, thunderous cloud collisions, illuminating lightning 
and, not least, torrents of heavy rain. Pauline Hilliard on the rampage. In-
credibly, despite the near darkness, and the threat of more bad weath-
er to come, Campo America was surprised by the number who turned 
up on Tuesday the 9th. Brave and optimistic souls all who, eventually, had 
to concede defeat and scurry for the clubhouse, the Stableford compe-
tition cancelled. In many ways this was a great shame because it could 
have affected the Consistency League Tables, it being the last qualifying 
round for the year. Tuesday October 2’s scores will thus be the closing sta-
tistics so we can look forward to David’s final tables later in this edition. 

Although looking like drowned rats all the players accepted the outcome with 
rather more dignity than did Conor McGregor and Khabib Nurmagomedov 
after their recent cage battle. America’s 16th green
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Overall we do pretty well here but come Sunday, America, 7th., most of the conditions combined to provide a heavenly 
atmosphere, and many were the comments to that end. The sun shone. The sky was blue in all directions. What wind there 
was came in zephyr form.  The mountains were in photogenic mood and the course 
looked, and was, as good as it has been for ages. The hard work and improvements 
obvious to us all. As indeed they are on Asia and Europa. Throw in a “reunion” of Iain 
Macaulay, Erling Johnsen and myself, with a combined age of 269, only whippersnap-
per David Moody lowering the arithmetical statistics.

Monique Peters, our female vice captain, handled the announcements and presenta-
tions with aplomb, and alone. It was she who devised the format for the day, entitled 
Texas Pairs. Stroke play with 30% of combined handicap deducted from the final 
score. Each player to have at least six drives, Both pairs in our four ball felt they had 
done well but maybe not quite well enough. When they heard that there were eight 
prizes our hopes rose. Nowhere near high enough though. Some of the scores were 
outstanding, and close, but we limit our report to the first three prize winners who 
were>

WILL IT EVER END?

1st  60.5 nett Les & Val Wicks. 2nd 61.5  Geoff & Laura Thompson

GOLFING BLISS

Did you see where it went, Erling?

3rd  61.9 Mike Fisher & Phillip Unwin (guest)

Wednesday saw Los Vecinos washed 
out. Thursday’s RollUps followed. Come 
Sunday, the 14th everyone assembled 
in the car park but the spirit was less 
than optimistic. The various forecasts 
quoted were in agreement, and not at 
all encouraging. The dense, dark clouds 
seemed just to be waiting for the Start-
er’s whistle. A handful of pessimists 
and realists opted not to even go out, 
drifting back home wondering perhaps 
what to do with the free time. Even so 
14 groups drove off, from their tee’s as 
well as the car park. An hour or so later 
the clouds agreed to download. Some 
said the Heavens opened but they were 
wrong. This deluge came from much 
closer than Heaven. From the dry ref-
uge of my study a whole host of buggies 

could be seen scurrying for the shelter 
of the clubhouse. The competition was 
officially abandoned and no pictures 
were taken, there being no prize win-
ners this week! Apparently 10 of the 
14 made it to safety. A marshall was 
requested to inform the other 4 but 
somehow they never got the message. 
One hates to think how wet they must 
have been by the end. 

Plus earning no prizes for their soggy 
cards in which nobody was by then in-
terested.

WALTON HEATH GOLF CLUB
Watching some of the British Mas-
ters proved very nostalgic, it having 
been my pleasure to play the course 
2/3 times a year in recent times. A 
lovely, flat, traditional British course 
which hosted the Ryder Cup many 
moons ago. Heather is a feature and 
comes into play everywhere. Get-
ting out of it isn’t easy, and finding 
your ball even less so. No volunteer 
watchers to show you the point of 
entry which is why, for us mere mor-
tals, play can be slow. What mem-
bers will make of the reduced time 
allowed for ball searching can only 
be imagined.  It is a couple of years 
since my last game there and the 
only buggy available was a battered 
antique used by the green staff! Got 
me round though.
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A GOOD WIN INDEED
Peter Bradley and Vic Hilliard played Peter Ed-
strom and Thomas Widegren on the 17th of Oc-
tober in the final of the Mens’ Doubles Knock-
out.
Peter B’s putting was absolutely fabulous and 
with Vic’s wonderful driving (of the buggy) they 
quickly took a lead.
This put Peter E and Thomas under lots of pres-
sure and although they tried to get back, Peter 
continued to sink the puts.
The game was concluded at the 14th on America 
with a half, but the result was 5 and 4.”

We are gratefiul to an unbiased contributor for 
this report.

BUT DID THEY ENJOY THEIR LUNCH? THE LAST 
QUALIFYING MEDAL

At first glance, as the picture unfolded, it looked as though our la-
dies were posed in the pool. Not so, but we do know that matches 
against El Candado were won 2-1 at home and lost 0-3 away. Left to 
right our team was Lorainne Murphy, Janice Marler, Lilly Lagerwerf, 
Anne Hannam, Dorothee Schmidt and Kate Bradley. Unfortunately 
no further details are available. Nor was Esther Williams.

Thank goodness the weather was kind enough to al-
low play and present members with an opportunity 
to win a place in the Medal Finals being held on the 
30th. First out at 0930 was Connie Maphar-Massar 
and first at the finish too, her nett 70 being reward-
ed with a cut of 0.6 and a drop to 12.3. Memory sug-
gests that she might already have qualified in which 
case Laura Thompson(75) and/or Val Wicks(75)
might benefit.

It proved a good week for the Davies family because, 
Jill having topped the consistency table, it fell to 
Roy to come up with something special too. Which 
he did. A nett 69, a cut of 0.9 to 12.8 and a place 
amongst the elite later in the month. Damien Mur-
phy(71) and John Brooks(71) followed him home, 
and then went home with 11.2 and 15.4 their new 
handicaps respectively.

Not taken at the scene of the crime

LOOKING AHEAD
In just a short while Thomas Widegren and Felima O’Callaghan will 
depart the captaincy stage, having served us well during their year 
of office. They have been very well supported by Dean Moore and 
Monique Peters, both of whom have shown that they are more than 
ready to move up a notch. In the meantime, and during the MFW 
dinner, they announced that Damien and Loraine Murphy are to be 
their successors, Vice Captains for 2019. This was applauded in the 
knowledge that they couldn’t have chosen two people with more 
knowledge of, and heart in, the club. It is quite exciting to anticipate 
the next couple of years. New and youthful management at the helm 
of the Resort. Courses restored to enviable condition. 100 new bug-
gies on order, 60 of them with GPS for Campo America, and energetic 
club leaders representing the rank and file.

Damien & Loraine Murphy
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TECHNICAL OMISSION
On September’s page nine there was an article about the new rules ending in a reference to a 25 minute video which 
should have followed – but didn’t. It has now been explained to me that its inclusion was technically impossible now 
that the newsletter is a pdf. So now you know!

MEMBERS’ FESTIVAL WEEK

Campo America hosted the opening stage of this traditional series of competitions. Buggy participation was limited to the 
paths because of all the rain we have been having, so this ruled me out for a start. Fortunately the weather remained dry but 
the temperature was lower than normal for this time of year. Sunday 21st was cloudy and grey but at least things are now 
under way. Flavio and his team will be relieved. Picnic lunches were distributed in the car park and at 0930 the shotgun start 
got going.

The format was a Scramble, with 10% of the combined handicaps being deducted at the end of the round.. This led to the 
following five prize winners stepping forward. 

Sandwiching all the winners were Robert Harris(left) and Flavio Papa(right).
All the players were treated to what one consumer described as “excellent and abundant” tapas and will have headed home-
ward having enjoyed this opening day.

Thanks are due to Judi Lentelink for standing in as duty cameraperson, said he being politically correct!

5th 61 points l/r Susan Valentin, Roy 
Davies, Ann Hannam, Manfred Wetzel

4th 59.6 points l/r Richard Hinds, Alan 
Jewett, Cathy Gulya, Sten Valentin

1st 58.3 points l/r Jan Debrawer, Alison 
Kirk, Pauline Hilliard, Les Wicks.

3rd 59.1 points l/r Rob Garner, Anne 
Mills, David Moody, Ian Macaulay

2nd 59 points l/r Bob de Boef, Peter 
Penney, Val Wicks, Jan van der Valk

Rosa Hatz wins Nearest-the-Pin.
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STABLEFORD LEAGUES
The final tables are available and appear below, the results 
being quite astonishing. To play so many rounds, have your 
handicap cut at regular intervals, and finish with a  better 
than handicap average deserves our applause? Well done 
indeed, Jill. A new competition record we are informed.

Then for Cees and Derek to finish with identical averag-
es, separated only on handicap, is hard to believe? Even 
though it did happen last year when the Thompsons 
cleaned up.

It would be appropriate at this stage to offer a vote of 
thanks to David Evans who has been managing this giant 
spreadsheet for many years now, and has already started 
the arduous task of preparing the new sheets. November 
6th will see the start of a new “season” but, and it is a big 
but, no tables will appear until at least ten people have 
played 12 qualifying rounds. 

IT WOULDN’T HAPPEN ON 
STRICTLY

It is well known that our Lady vice captain, one Monique Pe-
ters, has a sense of humour, and a penchant for the unexpect-
ed. At the eleventh hour she issued a revised team sheet for 
Sunday 28 on America. Despite the fact that many players 
had the MFW immediately behind them, there was a good 
turn out. It was dry but not exactly warm. Trousers were the 
preferred choice of leg garment, whilst heavy sweaters or 
wind cheaters were to be seen everywhere. 12C according to 
arriving dashboards. The chilliest this year? Alan Jewett was 
dressed as though going on a polar expedition whilst at the 
other end of the clothing scale came young Bob de Boef, clad 
in short shorts and a bicep revealing top. Mind you, he does 
walk, and carry, so presumably creates his own body warmth.
 
Now this is the point at which issue must be taken with the 
aforementioned lady organiser. The Waltz, which dates back 
to the 17th century, and is familiar to most, involves but sim-
ple footwork.
 
Changing this to Cha Cha Cha at such short notice was cruel. 
Especially for the aged and infirmed. First of all it is a young 
dance, only 30 years old, and the physical input far more de-
manding.

“In traditional style, Latin hip movement is achieved through 
the alternate bending and straightening action of the knees, 
though in modern competitive dancing, the technique is vir-
tually identical to the “international Latin” style.
In the international Latin style, the weighted leg is almost al-
ways straight. The free leg will bend, allowing the hips to nat-
urally settle into the direction of the weighted leg. As a step 
is taken, a free leg will straighten the instant before it receives 
weight. It should then remain straight until it is completely 
free of weight again.”

Is it any wonder that my body began protesting, then issued a 
couple of quite painful warnings, forcing me to leave the field 
of battle at the ninth and head for home, an ice pack, and my 
favourite armchair. Unfailingly, Judi Lentelink responded to 
my plea for help with picture taking at the prizegiving.

Her efforts began with one of Roy Davies and John Brooks 
being rewarded for finishing 1st and 3rd respectively in the 
medal qualifier on October 16th.

l/r Roy & John
None of the three ladies were in attendance so could not 
be shot.

Cha Cha Cha top three were>
1st 81 points l/r Vic Hilliard, Linda Jackson, Jan Debrauwer, 
Finn Saevil, 

2nd 80   points l/r Richard Hinds, Anne Mills, Peter Robin-
son, Peter Penney
 
3rd 77  points l/r George Kirk, Alison Kirk, Roy Davies, Ha-
zel Gilchrist
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 NAME     EVENTS     AVERAGE

1.  Cees  Lagerwerf         28          35.58

2.  Derek Steele          31          35.58

3.  Mike Fisher          32          34.92

4.  Chris Slattery               21          34.83

5.  Rob Garner          16          34.67

6.  Roy Davies          32          34.58

7.  Louis Lentelink         21          34.58

8.Hans Linderborg         28          34.58

9.  Les Wicks          21          34.50

10. Alan Jewett          31          34.08

There are no tied places at the end of a competition so Cees takes the honours from Derek on handicap. Congratula-
tions Cees.

MEN´S  TOP  TEN
FINAL RESULTS

LADIES´S  TOP  TEN
FINAL RESULTS

STABLEFORD LEAGUE 2017-2018

 NAME              EVENTS    AVERAGE

1.  Jill Davies     31         36.08

2.  Laura Thompson    28         35.92

3.  Isabella Rippinger    37         35.42

4.  Monique Peters    24         34.67

5.  Mary Evans     27         33.50

6.  Liisa Lindstrom    24         33.25

7.  Carol Rees     30         32.92

8.  Lilly Lagerwerf    20         32.92

9.  Connie Maphar    20         32.08

10. Marie Wilson    17         31.92 

Congratulations Jill with a great finish to take the lead in the last competition played. Hard luck Laura having led for some time. !
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LADIES CHAMPION
Talk about getting there the hard way! Kate Bradley, win-
ner of the KnockOut competition for Ladies, squeezed 
past each of her opponents on the 18th hole of every 
round. Including the final in which she beat Loraine Mur-
phy, to whom she had to give nine strokes. They halved 
the 18th but it was enough to see Kate over the line.

Now back in Florida she freely admits “They were all very 
tough matches”.

MFW BLUES
Twenty two years ago my wife Lilian drove off from the 
first tee of her golf club, then collapsed. As some may 
know, she had suffered a brain hemorrhage.  She hasn’t 
played since. Despite spending much of her life now in a 
golfing environment, watching others at play every day, 
she has never once complained. In contrast the weather 
and relevant, understandable buggy decisions have left 
me golfless for two weeks. The MFW passing me by com-
pletely, apart from the dinner, of which more elsewhere.  
The frustration is overwhelming and has been difficult to 
contain.

Two weeks versus twenty two years? A lesson for me there.

Happy Kate

WE HAVE NEITHER?
Sonya Foster’s most useful Members’ Directory shows no 
sign of a Sarah, and nor now does the list of most popular 
girls’ names. The first time this has happened since 1934.  
Top of the female popularity poll is now Edith, claiming 
the title for the first time in 84 years. Not too surprisingly 
perhaps?
Whilst on matters feminine it is interesting to note that 
Dr.Who is now of that gender. There have been 840 epi-
sodes of this TV programme spread over 55 years, of which 
only a couple of the very first series have been viewed in 
the Perry household. Blame soccer/tennis/golf, etc.

A VERY HAPPY ENDING

All those part of the team responsible for Members’ Festival Week deserve a round of applause from us members. Despite 
adverse weather conditions at times all the competitions reached conclusions and, to round the week off, the Dinner was 
a great success. There was a sense of fun about it, including Sean’s impersonation of Flamboyant Flavio. Complimentary 
comments flowed from every table as each of the three courses found almost universal favour both for presentation and 
quality. Francoise and his kitchen team are certainly making their mark. Add in friendly, attentive service and we who were 
present will remember the evening with pleasure. One way and another things seem to be on the move, and in the overdue 
right direction.

Changing very briefly into my Craig Revel-Horwood mode, it might be said that the female singer, whilst excellent in 
performance, and largely devoid of a proper audience, was a conversational intrusion. At an out-and-out party she would 
have earned my 10 vote though.

Now we come to the prize winners for Tuesday/Wednesday’s Singles and Friday’s Pairs competitions. Close to 60 players in 
each field. No less than 13 single handicappers. This was the 21st MFW and it really did come of age! Well done all.
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Scratch Competition over two days

148  Anders Strand 149 Rob Garner

167 Lucie Krajny (holder) 175 Connie Maphar

0-13 Handicaps

72 Rob Garner 70 Richard Ledgard (on handicap) 70 Brendan Walsh

13.1-36 Handicaps

72 Manfred Wetzel 67 John Mills (on handicap)
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Ladies

71 Rosa Hatz 65 Monique Peters (on handicap) 65 Loraine Murphy

Others in the limelight included:

Louis Lentelink & Mike Fisher Milleni-
um Trophy winners with 45 points

Stuart & Arlene Bewley runners up Danny & Carol Rees third place

Bob de Boef Best Stableford score on 
Day One

George Kirk Best Scratch score Day 
One

Jan-Peter Karlsson Best Scratch score 
Day Two

Sean Corte-Real winds up the proceedings
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PAST CAPTAINS DAY: PHILIP FITZSIMONS MEMORIAL CUP

We are indebted to Judi Lentelink for the following report and pictures

“Monday 29th October dawned crisp and cold with temperatures hovering around 10’C. Although the sun was shining 
and the sky was blue, most of the field turned out in quite a few layers of clothing to keep as warm as possible, and 
some of us never took a layer off during the game even though the temperature rose to 15’C!

There were 15 past captains in the main competition, which has been running since 2008, when the Cup and the Hon-
ours Board were inaugurated following the untimely death of Philip Fitzsimons, the then CEO of FBD.  4 spouses, plus 
the present captain Thomas Widegren, his wife Helena, Flavio and Robert Mitchell played alongside them in a separate 
competition.  

This was an LCR invitational competition excellently run, with America in great condition and the greens speedy.  A 
refreshment tent on the 10th tee fortified us with tuna & tomato bagels, salad croissants, spicy biscuits, chocolates and 
much more.  Scores were not particularly brilliant except for the top three players, who deserved their prizes presented 
to them at the evening dinner.

The whole group, plus other past captains who could not play that day, met in the foyer of the hotel at 8pm for Wel-
come drinks, cocktails and tapas in front of a roaring log fire.  The pina coladas and strawberry mojitos were very well 
received, and the tapas were excellent, so excellent that a lot of us ate too many and had very little room left for the 
main dinner!

The dinner followed the official opening of the La Bodega restaurant, and the food presented was a mixture of tapas 
(small glass of mushroom soup, followed by a plate of pulled oxtail served on pitta bread accompanied by 2 delicious 
croquettes and a square of fish mousse), then a fillet steak with citrus hollandaise sauce, new potatoes and broccoli.  
The dessert was a delight and finished off the meal nicely ( 3 layers: white chocolate mix/ creamy mix/topped with a 
scoop of raspberry sorbet!) All accompanied by copious wine, beer and water.  

Bob Gordon then said a few words on the background to Philip Fitzsimons and the Memorial Cup, for the benefit of 
those who were not at La Cala during his time there.  We raised a glass in his honour, and also to thank LCR for their 
generosity in continuing the traditional competition and dinner.

Sean and Flavio then presented the prizes as follows:

1st. 40 points Alan Jewett (repeating his success of 2016) 
2nd. 36 points Susanne Valentin
3rd. 35 points Mike Fisher
The Spouse’s Prize went to Sten Valentin with 32 points.

1st Alan Jewett 2nd Susanne Valentin
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STABLEFORD LEAGUE

News is just in that David Evans is to be made redundant! Modern technology has overtaken him. After seven years 
organising this yearly Road to La Cala competition his place has been taken by a new system created by David Rogers, 
the member responsible for our now established Sign Up online facility. It will now embrace the SL results on a weekly 
basis so that everyone will be able to keep track of their own performances, as well as others. Thanks again David E and, 
of course David R.

A full and busy month but time now to hand over to Mr.Webmaster.

jackperry27@gmail.com 

3rd Mike Fisher Sten Valentin - Winning spouse


